MODERN CULTURAL HISTORY SEMINAR
2017-2018

EASTER TERM 2018

9 May

EMILY RUTHERFORD, Columbia University
‘Opposition to Coeducation in British Universities, 1860-1935’

23 May

ANAT ROSENBERG, IDC Herzliya
‘“Amongst the Most Desirable Reading”: The Legal Making of Press Advertising in Britain, 1850-1914’

The Modern Cultural History Seminar meets on Wednesdays at 5 p.m. in the Senior Parlour, Gonville Court, Gonville and Caius College. The History Faculty’s Trevelyan Fund provides crucial and much appreciated assistance to support visits by scholars from outside Cambridge.

Lucy Delap, Murray Edwards College (lmd11@cam.ac.uk)
Lawrence Klein, Emmanuel College (lek26@cam.ac.uk)
Peter Mandler, Gonville and Caius College (pm297@cam.ac.uk)